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SECTION ‘A’ 

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) – (M.C.Qs.)  
 

NOTE: i) This section consists of 20 part questions and all are to be answered. 

   Each question carries ½ mark. 

ii) Do not copy the part questions in your answerscript. Write only the answer in full against the proper 

of the question and its part. 

iii) The code of your question paper is to be written in bold letters in the beginning of the answerscript. 
1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options: 

 

i) According to Islam, the basic motive of wearing cloth is: 

* Protection  * Sanitation * Decoration * Modesty 
 

ii) Easier to handle-opening in clothes of pre-school child is: 

* Front  * Back  * Side  * Without opening 
 

iii) The hand knitting stitch, obtained by working every row in plain or purl stitch, is: 

* Moss  * Garter  * Stocknit   * Rib 
 

iv) A filled shoulder section, to which a garment is attached, is called: 

 * Yoke  * Kali  * Gazzet   * Panel 
 

v) A true bias is cut at an angle of: 

* 25
o

  * 45
o

  * 65
o

   * 95
o

 
 

vi) The traditional style that can stay in fashion for a very long time is: 

* Fad   * Trend  * Classic  * Old fashion 
 

vii) For making a final decision, such advertisement is more useful: 

* Bogus  * Informative * Attention drawing* Complicated 
 

viii) The inventor of Knitting machine was 

* William Lee  * John Mercer * Michael Jordan * Bruce Lee 
 

ix) A symbol, design, word or letter which aids to distinguish a manufacturer’s product, is called: 

 * Grade mark  * Trade mark * Label  * Tag 
 

x) The difficult oily stain is that of: 

 * Ketchup  * Coffee  * Chocolate * Chewing gum 
 

xi) For children’s daily wear clothes, it is desirable to select a fabric that is: 

* Sheer  * Expensive * Lustrous  * Easy to use 
 

xii) Kurta is stitched with: 

* Plain seam  * Flat felt seam * French seam* Rolled and whipped seam 
 

xiii) This is made by the reaction of caustic soda with fat: 

* Detergent   * Soap  * Bleach  * Ultramarine blue 
 

xiv) Knitted fabrics do not require: 

 * Starching  * Washing  * Dry cleaning * Stitching 
 

xv) This part of infant’s body grows relatively rapidly: 

 * Neck  * Leg  * Arm  * Head 
 

xvi) A soft, unstitched fold of fabric, used to control fullness, is called : 

* Pinking  * Overcasting * Gathers  * Facing 
 

xvii) The second most common method of making fabric is: 

*  Felting  * Weaving * Knitting * Braiding 
 

xviii) The art of self expression of personality is : 

 * Clothing  * Textile  * Custom  * Culture 
 

xix) The people, who are the first to wear a new style, are called: 

* Fashion designer * Fashion leader * Fashion model * Fashion photographer 
 

xx) The opening made, to facilitate putting on and taking off a garment, is called: 

* Tuck  * Pleat  * Worked buttonhole * Placket 
 

 

---------------xxxxxxxxxx--------------- 

 

Write this Code No. in the Answerscript. 

The correct answers are 
highlighted in red colour. 


